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Abstract. The aim of this research is to carry out a critical discourse analysis on the ideology of feminism in the novel Mudzakkirāt Thobībah by Nawāl Al-Sa’adāwī, through linguistic feature in the symbol of sound, vocabulary and text structure or the dialog contained in the novel. This research utilizes qualitative approach with content analysis method of Philipp Mayring. Data is collected by way of reading the novel, identifying, marking, classifying and interpreting meaning. The findings are 1) patriarchal sound symbols because of the existence of non (nir)-sound in Nawāl Al-Sa’adāwī’s Mudzakkirāt Thobībah linguistic feature. They can be identified as patriarchal because the text is commonly read by men due to minimum access of education for women. Women are illiterate and experience oppression in education. There is almost no information about women figure that become a linguist, scientists and including female scholars. 2) the inequality of antonym and synonym. The word relation and series word by word (word) is ideologically unequal. The words that are used for women are not culturally conditioned as a partner to men. 3) The hegemony of power in the structure of texts in the form of dialog among the characters. In the texts the harmonious and disharmonious dialogs are reciprocal. From the result of this research, the researchers recommend a newly designed curriculum for education to carry out advocacy for the awareness linguistic feminist education with the character of the East and Indonesia.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) of this research is a continuation of Norman Fairclough (2001), Rebecca Rogers et.al. (2005), Theo van Leeuwen (2009:277), Renéé Figuera (2010), and Shenila Khoja-Moolji (2014). According to Fairclough, Critical discourse analysis—henceforth CDA—is a textual study which connects language, power and ideology (Fairclough, 2001:23). According to Leeuwen (2009:277), the critical discourse analysis is within the discourse which plays a key role in guarding and legitimizing inequality, injustice and oppression within the society. Figuera (2010) utilizes critical discourse analysis through language to search the identity of white and auro American authors on an anonymous fictional story. Moolji argues the need for a new approach in analyzing texts on feminism, one of them is post-structuralism analysis. From the point of view of linguists above, the critical discourse analysis of this research is a continued effort to read and interpret the textual meaning in a post structural way on the text symbol of the novel Mudzakkirāt Thobībah by Nawāl Al-Sa’adāwī (2006). One of the post-structural approaches is the critical discourse analysis, which does not merely expose lingual problems but also the practice of social and cultural discourse. Thus in this
research the critical discourse analysis highlights the ideology of feminism through linguistic features in the symbolic form of sound, vocabulary and text structure by using the knife of socio linguistic analysis and social and cultural practices encompassing the text of the work of literature (Fairclough, 2001: 92-93).

Therefore every vocabulary and series of dialogs in this novel becomes representation of language as social construction which positioned women language and men language differently, a social construction that has long been questioned by feminist linguist such as Cameron (1993, 1998), Coates (1998), Hedley (1992), Barzilai (1991), Gallaway and Bernasek (2004). But over the last two decades this discourse and social practices becomes silence, even in Indonesia this area of critical discourse analysis on literature texts becomes less progressive. Thus in this kind of condition, the researchers intend to fill the values of equality and linguistic justice in the portrait of literary texts.

Coates alerted that feminism has a strong impact in the area of linguistic and sociolinguistic (Coates, 1998: 195). In the area of linguistic, it relates to sexist language, a language which is perceived, uttered and written on the basis of designation of male and female language. While the sociolinguistic area considers that language is related with social class, distribution of jobs including among the sexes where female is classified as the second class.

Unlike feminist exegesis and theology which are massive (Hidayatullah, 2009, 2011, 2014, 2016); (Seedat, 2013), (Pritchard, 2009), (Suyoufie, 2008), feminist linguistics which has conducted researches on the ideology of feminism is still a few, let alone linguistic education on feminism. Among the linguists who have conducted researches are Cameron (1993, 1998) on gender construction from discourses, Jennifer Coates (1998: 195-199) perception and personal level speech (linguistics) and social level (sociolinguistics), Sandra M. Gilbert and Susan Gubar (1985: 515-543), and Françoise Lionnet (2013: 219-227). While in Indonesia, it was done by R. Panca Pertiwi Hidayati (2017) on Improving Students’ Argumentation Style Ability in Writing Essay through Discourse Analysis Model Critical Thinking Map Oriented which utilizes discourse analysis approach with structuralism analysis. Also researches conducted by Saeed Esmaeili (2015) on A Critical Discourse Analysis of Family and Friends Textbooks: Representation of Genderism. But these researches are different to the previous researches. The researchers explore feminist linguistics ideology in the perspective of written language (written discourse) of Arabic literature to social practice interpretation (AWK) from text to inter text Mudzakkirât Thobîbah novel. Besides that, the underlying difference of this research is that it gives an offer towards the concept of feminist linguistic education in Indonesia. Education and feminist linguistics will be framed by the novel Mudzakkirât Thobîbah with values of feminist linguistic education with eastern and Indonesian characteristic. Thus, the argument of this research combines the theory of Cameron, Coates, Seedat, and Hidayatullah towards Nawâl Al-Sa’adâwî’s ideology of feminism in the novel Mudzakkirât Thobîbah.

II. METHODOLOGY

This research uses content analysis method (content analysis) with qualitative approach. Qualitative approach is a research that is based on the belief that the focus of the research is the quality of meanings to see the essence and particular essence by using qualitative interpretation (Alwasiiah, 2009: 45). Thus, the data gathering, data analysis and interpretation do not use figures and statistical data (Creswell, 2008:55-56). Thus, Philipp Mayring defines qualitative content analysis method as an empirical approach without using the quantitative aspect. The methodology is used to control the text analysis in the context of communication (Mayring, 2016:1).

The data gathering technique is done through documentation. Documents are notes or writings of past events. The procedures of data gathering starts with reading the texts in a heuristically way, giving symbols of sound in the form of harakah, translating the Arabic texts into Indonesian and compares it with the English Indonesian translation, carrying out identification of feminist ideology in the form of linguistic features such as vocabulary and structure of dialog text, performing data sorting (coding), making classification on the ideology of feminism, completing primary data with secondary data, copying all the data, specified it in detail and analyze it in the form of work analysis table. The data analysis uses the combination of deductive analysis Philip Mayring with adjustment with critical discourse analysis of Norman Fairclough through the procedures of linguistic analysis, sociolinguistic, discourse practices up to social-cultural practices

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The domain or use of language refers to a specific place. Cultural domains are categories of cultural meanings that belong to other smaller categories (Spradey, 1980). In the activity of telling who knows the steps are always considered a smooth or rough speech. The speech depends on the person's attitude to the speech situation he is facing. Here is an example of Sundanese speech in the family realm. Conclusion
Patriarchal Non (Nir)-sound

One of the linguistic features found in the novel Mudzakkirāt Thobībah---like most Arabic texts---is the absence of sound symbols (nir-sound) such as consonant letters, short vocal, long vocal, double vocal and others. Thus, the series of Arabic letters (hijaiyah letters) below is not perfect because of the absence of sound symbols like the following example (Al-Sa’adawi, 2006: 5).

The series of letters above shows units and series of consonant letters without any vowels letters so the series of letters above cannot be pronounced (read). This is due to the fact that in terms of lingual text, it is not perfect yet. In other words, the sound symbols which are marked by harakat fathah (a), kasrah (i), dan dhammah (u), is not found from the beginning or from the opening to the end of the texts. According to Nasution (2010:1) sound symbols are a necessity to determine the reference of meaning. Words such as بدأ الصراع (KB+KB), can be pronounced and can be interpreted as “the beginning of conflict”, or pronounced to be بدأ الصراع (Kk+KB) meaning “the conflict begins” or بدأ الصراع (KK+KB) meaning “the conflict was started”. Thus sound symbols become very important because it determines a particular meaning. The phonetic and phonological elements of the novel Mudzakkirāt Thobībah becomes meaningless (nir-meaning). Culturally, Arabic texts so far can only be pronounced by men. This is because the access of education is more given to them. Therefore, the chances to acquire power are gained by men. Thus the ‘hegemony’ of language and power lies in the hands of men. So, ideologically sound symbols is power; from lingual power, economy, politics and culture. (Holes, 1995: 47; Jabal, 2006: 7; Khalaf, 1994: 27-28).

The representation of the series of words and sentences as shown above gives an indication of a patriarchal system or a system which is centered on men; in other words “from” and “for” men. (in the context of “from” men” is because the production of texts is generally produced by men. So the speech and writings of language at that time gave the opportunity to the birth of male writers, scientists and ulema (Dhiif, 2000: 5). Therefore, a text such as this novel when it was published can only be read, enjoyed or not enjoyed by limited groups, namely men. In this context, this novel is not from men as it is written by woman; the thoughts, imagination, experience and speech. The presence of woman writer represents the voice of women who were previously silent, voiceless and remained calm then suddenly voiced, chattered and rebelled from what they felt and experienced. They began to voice injustice which was part of the culture of their society. The narration in this novel in the end also caused anger and discomfort among men. This novel is not only for the consumption of men but also women. So the presence of this novel opened a new space for women who had been passive and unable to speak their minds in public space; whether in the form of writing or oral. In other words, the world of linguistic seemed only the world for men.

The presence of the novel Mudzakkirāt Thobībah in the original version of the script was written in Arabic letters. The lingual elements contained in the Arabic language should actually be equivalent with the lingual elements of other languages which has to be pronounced, read, understood, interpreted and explained with standard language. In the context of this novel, the most basic symbol of language
namely sound symbol is not seen in the text of the novel. Thus, this novel has not perfectly represents “the power of language” of Arabic language due to the absence of sound symbols in the text which has to be pronounced by the readers or the general public. The sound symbol is power; from lingual power, economy, politics and culture. Thus, sound symbols also become a picture of the position of language and culture in the eyes of the world.

Consequently, the phonetic and phonological elements of the novel Mudzakkirāt Thobībah become meaningless (nir-meaning) except for the group of people who own ‘hegemony’ of language naturalistically and or academically. Naturalistically, this novel can be pronounced by native speakers---the Arabs--as the first language, especially the middle class groups who master Arabic letters, while academically, this novel can only be pronounced by academicians who possess mastery of Arabic in the advanced level.

In descriptive language analysis, the presence of this text only fulfills the morphological, syntactic and semantic level and ignores the phonological level as a meaningful sound system. Especially when it is associated with the study of functional language, then the science of sounds becomes one of the attention in the sociolinguistic study where the structure of sounds is not only become a social aspect like the accent in a standard language versus dialect, but also it becomes a marking aspect from a specific situation like when a person is angry, frightened or falling in love, he or she tends to use different sound of language. (van Dijk, 2008: 159).

Hence, the power of Arabic language which is maintained by its writer, Nawāl al-Sa’adāwī on one hand has preserved the Arabic language in the eyes of the world, but on the other hand, like most other Arabic writers, Nawāl still positioned readers as a single consumer and not variant.

The language of power is understood as atmosphere of power of certain language in viewing and using language as standard language which is acknowledged on a larger or global scale. In the context of Arabic language, albeit the acknowledgment of language of this novel up to the forum of the United Nations, with other languages of the world such as English, French, Chinese, Russian, Spain (Holes, 1995:1), Arabic language does not have more strength or power than other languages of other Europeans imperials especially English. Even in the literature world, the quantity of Arabic literal works is not comparable with English literal works. English language still prevails and is recognized as an accepted standard language as in the norms of literature and language which places English texts as the standard of taste, values and universal norms. Thus, English continues to maintain its cultural domination in most post-colonial countries (Ashcroh, 2003: xxx-xxxi), including Egypt.

Nawāl Al-Sa’adāwī is against and fought the tides. She consistently uses Arabic as the language of all her novels. The novel Mudzakkirāt Thobībah is her first work in Arabic and become the inspiration for her other works up to the present. Her efforts at least become Nawāl’s way in negotiating and positioned the existence of the Arabic language.

The ideology of feminism in sound symbols in the text of the novel Mudzakkirāt Thobībah, empirically not found. The sound symbol of this novel is found as the strength of sign of power of a language and can in reality be found in the sound symbol of the novel Mudzakkirāt Thobībah (MT) which is masculine and philosophical—like most Arabic novels.

**Inequality in Synonym and Antonym**

Synonyms is a similarity of words or single word which shows a form of word with another form of word (proverbs) which the same or similar meaning such as beautiful and pretty (Muhammad, 2002: 179). Besides that, synonym is often called as equivalent of words of equation of words.
While antonyms is a word which has the opposite meaning with another word, such as day and night; men and women, long and short, right and left and so on (Muhammad, 2002: 152-153). But according to Fairclough, synonym and antonym words will be regarded as relation of meanings which show certain ideology through words that have experiential values (Fairclough, 2001:92). In the context of this research the relations of synonym and antonym words is directly seen in the text of the novel Mudzakkirāt Thobībah.

In experiential values, the antonym and synonym words portrays the ideology of the writer to explain the aspects which is related with the content (content), knowledge, and belief of the writer. In other words, the relation of meaning of synonym and antonym is a sign to represent the writer’s experience of its social world (Fairclough, 2001:93). Likewise with the novel Mudzakkirāt Thobībah o text 1 as follows (Al-Sa’adāwī, 2006:5):

The upheavals among me and my woman’s nature began very early ... before my woman’s nature grew and before I know anything about myself, my gender and even my origin...At that time, I only knew that I was a girl, like what I heard from my mother’s call, "girl"! In my view, the word girl there is no other meaning but only one ... that I’m not a boy ...I’m not like my male sibling ... all that is in my body is aurat. While at that time I was a small girl at the age of 9 years. I mourned for myself. I locked the door of my room then I cried...In my life, the first tear was shed not because I failed in my school or because I have broken a valuable good...but it was because I was a "girl"!

In the above text the word “woman” is the keyword of the ideology of feminism of Nawāl Al-Sa’adāwī in expressing her experiential values. The series of three synonyms, اَنُوْثَةُ، بِنْت، طِفْلَة mean “girl”. The meaning of اَنُوْثَةُ as an adjective or a word from verb اَنُثَ means “to become a girl”, or “woman characteristics”. However, if the word اَنُوْثَةُ becomes a noun then the meaning becomes femininity or womanliness. The three words belong in one meaning that is woman. Although synonymous, the 3 words have specific meaning. If the word اَنُوْثَةُ becomes a noun then the word woman is related to women’s physical figure which have a number of attributes which cannot be replaced with those of men. But if the word اَنُوْثَةُ becomes an adjective, then the women nature can be replaced with a nature that can be constructed by the social society and culture that formed it. The word بِنْت and طِفْلَة have the same meaning that is “girl”. But specifically, the word بِنْت is related to the nasab, while the word طِفْلَة means girl in general. The three words are also expressed by the author of Mudzakkirāt Thobībah as a group of weaklings, neglected and discriminated in power. Referring to Fairclough, the series of synonym are not only part of power in the novel discourse but also shows the existence of power behind the discourse. In other words, the ideology of feminism in this novel does not only reflect power in a discourse but also in a hidden power because it does not mention the synonym of the word men.
Thus, the relation of meaning of the 3 words above also represents the background of the story of the novel. This background then becomes the main idea of the story on the life of women which voices feminism to fight for the value equality through relation of meaning in a lingual (semantic) and social meaning.

Besides the synonymous use of the word, the word in the text of the novel Mudzakkiřāt Thobībah (MT) also uses antonym to the word girl#boy (بِنْت # وَلَد). The use of antonym explains the differences which occurred in “men” and “women”. In other words, for a novel with the ideology of feminism such as the novel Mudzakkiřāt Thobībah (MT), the 2 antonymous words are two lexemes or words which always stand out in explaining the differences of the two; from the physical, cultural and social structure. One of the examples can be seen from the 2 following texts (Al-Sa’adāwi, 2006:15):

I despise the term marriage and I also despise things related with the smell of food... I also despise the house except my study room... I love the school except when there is homework... I love the days of the week except Friday. I bemoaned by womanhood before I knew it...

In text 2 above, the vocabulary that is used by the author’s narration is the antonym word كَرِهَ # اَحَب meaning despise # love. The experiential values in text 1 and 2 use the words describing the relation of meaning in the form of synonym like the word بِنْت and طِفْلَة which means “girl” and the antonym on the word بِنْت which means girl and وَلَد which means boy, and the word كَرِهَ which means hate and اَحَب which means to love. The words that are used by the character “I” in text 1 and 2 above is an expression from the point of view of someone who fight against the social system which is considered by the narrator to be unfair. The synonymous words and sometimes alternating use the antonym words is a way to explain the ideology of feminism in the text of the novel Mudzakkiřāt Thobībah (MT). The formal feature of the experiential value in relation of synonyms and antonyms are used by the narrator to explain the differences in physical structure up to the differences in social structure between man and women. The character “I” does not like the two terms in a parallel way namely marriage and the smell of food. The character imagines that the word marriage is always related to serving the husband (men) without being served, and to give food is also a routine activity which has to be done by the wife “without any compromise”. The role of women has been conditioned since a long time ago through the cultural and social structure which has strengthened the position of men. One of the protests which has been carried out by the character “I” is by fighting for the rights of women which are not yet equal to that of men, in the context of the above text is the equality value in education. At the age of 9, the character “I” felt that the education system is unfair and does not take side with women, in terms of interest and learning ability of women can be equivalent to men. Therefore the first tear of the character “I” was shed not because she was unable to complete the tasks that were given to her by the school because she was a woman. Thus the use of the antonymous words which were sued by the writer in the text of the novel Mudzakkiřāt Thobībah (MT) also shows inequality in the antonym word.
Status Quo in the Relational of Words

The ideology of feminism in the relational of words which are used by the narrator are the use of vocabulary which is related with social relations among participants or the characters in the novel Mudzakkirāt Thobībah (MT). The involvement among the characters in an occurrence is by itself has built relations and social relationship both when of likeness, love, hatred, anger and all the conditions which involves the emotions of the characters in the novel in the relations of words as follows (Al-Sa’adāwī, 2006:11):

My elderly grandmother suddenly became silent from her nagging character and her eyes stared sharply to my chest. I saw that both of her eyes had become shortsighted as she was getting older, she kept looking at my tapered breasts. Then I stared at her, she whispered something to my mother. And I heard my mother said something to me: “Wear your cream dress then come in and meet your father’s quest who is at the living room”. I felt that the situation was as if had been engineered at that time. I had gotten used to meet most of my father’s friends and served coffee to them. Sometimes I also sat with them and listened to my father who often praised me on my achievements at school. I certainly felt happy because my father liked to boast about my intelligence. I had hopes that he would free me from the shackles of womanhood which is filled with the smell of onion and marriage. ... Hearing the explanation, I didn’t see the slightest admiration in the eyes of the man, but his look of curiosity went through all my body until it stopped at my breast. Filled with fear, I stood up and ran outside the room as if I were chased by jinn ‘Ifrit.

The relational of words in text 4 above shows that there is social relationship between the character “I”, “mother”, “grandmother”, “father”, and “friend or my father’s guest”. The social relationships in the novel Mudzakkirāt Thobībah (MT) does not use the relational values of words in the form of euphuism words but it uses ordinary language which is full of Arabic culture. Nawāl Al-Sa’adāwī uses the word such as “أمي” “my elderly mother”, “أمي” “my mother”, “أبي” “my father”, “أبي صديق أبي” “my father’s friend”, “الفستانة الليبي” ” “cream dress” “الصالون” “living room”, and “عفريت” “Ifrit”. Vocabulary like “my elderly grandmother”, vocabulary “my mother”, and vocabulary “my father’s friend” is mentioned by the narrator as they are but they are ideologically opposed with the ideology of the character “I”. The three vocabularies become a symbol of the rejection of the ideology of feminism in the novel Mudzakkirāt Thobībah (MT).
portrait of women depicted in the novel MT also becomes the representation of Egyptian women when the novel was written. The character “grandmother” and “mother” describes the nature of women who “accept” and have to serve men. Both become the images of women who perpetuate “the power of men”. Similarly, the character of “father’s friend”, traditionally held on the status quo and is not interested to talk about the advantages of women. While the character “father” is the opposite and took side in positioning women. He was able to appreciate the ability of women and was aware that women can reach the achievements equal to that of men. Similarly, with the character of “I”, this character often carries out protests to gender injustice which he felt and thought of throughput is activities. The 5 (five) characters in the text above also depicts the Egyptian social phenomenon to the position of women and social relations in the patriarchal system.

The words “cream dress”, “living room”, and “Ifrit” are words that contain relational values. The cream dress is a symbol of sexy for a girl reaching teenage age. In front of the dress in the chest to be exact there are wrinkles that accentuate 2 breasts of a teenage girl. While one eye. This word is figuratively used to a person who is very frightened after meeting a man who she doesn’t want. In the context of the text above, the character “I” felt that the man was looking at her by examining the content of her figure. He watched her entire body which ended at the 2 breast that had become tapered. Thus, the word “Ifrit” describes a man with frightening man and the word also describes the great fear for a young woman who meets a male guest who is introduced by her own biological father.

One of the natures of the words in the novel Mudzakkirat Thobibah (MT) is related with the relational values using formal words (fusha). Although Nawâl Al-Sa‘adâwî uses formal language, but as a literal text in general, the novel MT also uses conversational language which is used as daily language or regular language. In other words, the words in the novel MT are not framed with aesthetical values of literature or style of language (stilistica). Thus, the novel MT is not too heavy so the speeches of the characters can be understood easily by the readers who come from all levels of the society.

Hegemony of Power in Text Structure

In the text structure, there are dialogs between participants (speakers and speakers). So, in a dialog there is also a turn-taking system. The arrangement depends on the turn taking that is being applied. The turn-taking is used as a pattern to see the relationship between speakers and speakers, also to see who determines the agenda of conversation or who among them (participants or characters) are more dominant in the dialog (Fairclough, 2001:110-112).

But the relationships of two characters in a dialog are influenced by the position where a person feels equal. Formal and or informal conversations among participants also determine the interaction of the dialog during the conversation. For an equivalent communication usually the participant do not feel pressured thus their social interactions occur with both conventional and unconventional agreements. During the conversation, each participant does not feel they are dominating the other. In other words, the participants do not show who is the most dominant or powerful. The condition will be different if the social or social status between the participants has a distance as in text 3. When that happens, the rules of the interaction changes, because the participants who is more dominant will lead the conversation like the text structure of the novel Mudzakkirat Thobibah (MT) as follows (Al-Sa’adawi, 2006:59):
The dialog in text 3 above shows the patterns of conversational turns between participants who are not equal. The character “I” as the wife questions her husband statements which show position and power as a man. Every time she gets a turn to talk, the character “I” asks for more explanation, and the character of husband asserts and show the status of men which is patriarchal, dominant, powerful, and determined the interactional convention of the text in the above dialogs. The sentence “I am a man”, “I am the one who is responsible”, “responsible for this house and everything in it including you”, “I don’t meant you to go out every day”, “I don’t want you to examine the bodies of men and strip them”, “we don’t need the money from your practice”, “you must have time for your husband and your household”, “close your practice” show that there is no negotiation between the participants when the husband shows his power.

This ideology is related to the relation among participants who are not equal in terms of ethnicity, age, profession, social class, and others. The pattern of taking turns in a dialog among participants which is not equal will give distance between participants who is weaker to the participant who is more dominant. Therefore, the participant who is lower or weaker is unable to choose his or her conversation turns. This kind of participant will feel a turn in talking which is forced, including the content of the conversation which has to be mentioned by the participants involved. A more dominant participant---as a person in certain power---will become a more dominant participant during the interaction among the participants.

The more dominant participant generally can provide more information or lead the content of the conversation. The more dominant participant can even give orders; evaluate the feedback to weaker interlocutors. Look at text 25 and 26. On the example in text 25 an unequal conversation takes place in terms of the difference of
social status—the profession of doctor and patient—and the position of a person within the society. In this context, the more dominant participant can lead or determine the content of the conversation, albeit done in a polite dialog.

The pattern of conversation turn in text 3 shows more to the conversation structure which is more tense due to conflict of the content of conversation related to discourse, perspective, knowledge, and social status among participants. Thus, in this dialog, between the two participants there is no point of agreement; on the contrary there are tensions until the end of the conversation.

Forced coercion which is used by the side who have the power, generally forces other participants to comply with the wishes of the participants who have power whether on the ground of religion, culture, social even tradition which becomes an unwritten agreement among the speaker and the speaker in the participation of conversation.

With the presence of the novel Mudzakkirāt Thobībah, the atmosphere Arabic linguistics is dismantled by Nawāl Al-Sa’ādāwī. His courage had disturbed the world of men who have the power; male relatives, father, husband, even scholars who don’t take side with women.

According to Michel Foucault (1997: 139-140), power is related with the strategy and does not belong certain people through certain arrangements. Power is power within everyone. Power is also not derived from centralized power namely the state. Power is not understood as a gift from the state. According to Althusser (1984:24) power is the relation among states and state apparatus. While Fairclough (1995: 14) sees that power is a set of ideologies. The ideologies are propositions which depict implicit assumptions in texts, which contribute to the relation of unequal production or reproduction with power, including relations of domination. Therefore, “the power of language” is the ability of a language in determining and directing also forming opinions from certain discourses (Fairclough, 1995: 14). While the “the language of power” is the position of language in influencing and determining various interests to someone or social groups to reach certain goal.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

From the discussion above, the research concludes that the critical discourse analysis of the novel Mudzakkirāt Thobībah written by Nawāl Al-Sa’ādāwī, in terms of linguistic feature in the form of sound symbol, the text of this novel is not perfect because in essence of the non-sound and non-meaning. Thus this text like most other Arabic is still in the philosophical that is still melangit. Hence, Arabic becomes a language that is not popular and inclusive; because it is melangit, Arabic is one of the heritages of Arabic culture which is patriarchal because it places men to be more superior and become the holder of power in the domestic and public spheres. Although Nawāl Al-Sa’ādāwī has fought for the rights of women in the education, politics and social sector, but Nawāl Al-Sa’ādāwī has not fought for the rights of women in the lingual sector which is actually still patriarchal because the Arabic texts was still non (nir) sound. Because the texts are non-sound, it seems that without realizing it, Nawāl still perpetuate the linguistics of “the power of men”.

The synonymous and antonymous words of Arabic still become a sexist language, hence the values of equality still needs to be advocated and the education of feminism with character is required for the community, not only to the female member of the society but also for men. Similarly, words that connect relational values in maintaining the status quo which is built by the narrator to fight against an unfair tradition.

The text structure of the texts in the dialog of this novel is also filled with the hegemony of power of men, thus room for dialog between the participants (speakers and speakers) has not been opened. The text of the novel Mudzakkirāt Thobībah written by Nawāl Al-Sa’ādāwī is full with the ideology of feminism. The ideology of feminist of Nawāl Al-Sa’ādāwī already has a basic pattern in fighting for the values of equality, even though conceptually Nawāl Al-Sa’ādāwī is not transparent in explaining between the differences of gender based on kefitrahan and social reconstruction.
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